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This paper aims to analyze the interests conflict structure in the_process of land.acquisition
for pubiic works and to propose improvement the process. At fi$t, I show-the " prisoners'
dilehma" in the conflicf structure based on case analysis. Then,I arange the way to solvc
the dilemma and interpret interests adustment system of Japan, UK, Germany and U.S.
from the view point of settlement of prisoners' dilemma. Finally, I suggest some proposals
about the process of public works.

I. INTRODUCTION

The process involved in public work such as road or railwa-y construction, is Planning -
Desiln - Land Acquisitioir - Constn:ction - Maintenance. Of these,-land acquisjtion is the
most-difficult in Japan. It is said that if land acquisition is finished, the public works
project is also almbst finished. Delays of land acquisition lead to an increase of
infiistructure cost and a decrease in benefiis from the infrastnrcture service. It is obviously
very important that land acquisition should be carried out smoothly, but until now there have

Ueen few studies, apart from the interpretation of leading cases by lawyers. Problems-of
land acquisition usually result from a conflict of interests between the enterpriser, in this
paper mainly public sector, and those who have rights in the land concerned. Thus, we
itr6un impr6ve conflict adjustment system. This paper will.discuss the present condition
of conflici structure in city planning project by case analysis and suggest-that prisoners'
dilemma exists in the proc6si. Then, interests adjustment system of Japan, U..K, Germany
and U. S will be intrbduced and problems of Japanese system from the view point of
settlement of prisoners' dilemma will be pointed out. Finally, improvements in the conflict
adjusunent system will be suggested.

2. INTEREST CONFLICT CONDITION AND PROBLEMS IN LAND
ACQUISITION FOR PUBLIC WORKS . CASE ANALYSIS

We have investigated the actual process of land acquisition and abstracted issues of
interests conflicts (tanishita(1994)). One typical example is given in fig.-1. In this
negotiation, at first the landowner asked for substitute land, but the enterpriser couldn't
sufiply it because ofa lack of suitable land. Next the landownerrequested^an increasejn
th6 amount of compensation, but this was refused because the amount of exceeded the
standard of compensation. He held out and pressed home his demand for changing the
site so as not toinclude his land. However, the negotiation process had no planning or
design discussion stage, so his rcquest was refused. Finally the enterpriser applied eminent
domain and the negotiation was finished(l).

(l) We of course have the eminent domain systcm, but this sysrcm is not applied very oflen.
The reasons are as follows.
l) It takes too much time and labor for application procedure.
2) A rial in eminent domain comminee rakes a lot of time because a landowner ask o start lrom objections
to thc project, the atritude of a enterpriser and so on which are matters foreign to the amount of
cunporsation.
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Fig.-l An example of negotiation prccess

From these investigations, issues on interest conflict are abstracted as follows'

l. Obiectives of the Project
Ex.) Why is this road needed?

2. Methods to achieve objectives-'ii.iwtyttii 
router *hy adopt this land acquisition methd?

3. Planning Procedure
Ex.) Yo:u should not decide without hearing our opinion'

You should adoPt our ProPosal.
4. Interests about contents of compensation

Ex.) You should pay more compensation.

In these issues, it is natural that the amount of compensation becomes an issue' but

obiectives. methods and procedure are not appropridte issues in negotiatrln of' land

aciuisition because these ijsues are covered at the stage of planning dectston. Negotlatlon

&1;ffi;fiil;;fi;liiliraiiie"o discuss issuesl rhis affects this negotiation stage.

i; ffi ;;Eil;,i"il il;;;;;;-"i-its*p"*ution enlarges conflicts.regarding issues at the

ii;;ir;dftrion rugi, unO "i"i ""rii. These conflicls interact with each other' So issues

Sitneioiiation are "il;;it i"t"r"rt .o"flicts but also included conflicts of relationship

bcnveen enterpriscr and landowners.

We cah find "prigoners' dilemma" structure in negotiation . .Fi.g-| shows the interests

"i"nU 
ttt "t,it". The enterpriser has two strategies. One is to invest many resources

;;h;r;;iy, time oi tuUot in'land acquisition, anil the other is to invest fewer resources'

i}; il;;;6;rit is ttre oJiri"i-riitrr"tiii. e tunoo*ner also has two strategies. one is.to

A;lir;; hiJ il"d, and ril';iil ii-noiio deliver his land. The second strategv is the

3) If a landowner disagrecs with the decision of the committee of eminent domain' he will go to court' The

judge takes mqe firee or more Years.
4) Jaoanese people have ;;d;;; image of eminent domain' Before the introduction of democratic

pforc.ituts inthis area, eminentdomain was applied frequently'
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dominant one. In addition to this structurc, relationship conflict changes the payoffmarix.
firey hive different image of conflict eactr other. This structure m-akes laid-acquisition
very hard.

Enterpriser

Resource such as money, labor and so on
investment for land acquisition

many liule

koa

'ortc
s

Supply
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3,3 1,4

Don't 4,1 2,2

Fig.-3 A draft of decision proccdure of city planning in prcfecture
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Therc arc the pairof
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enterpriser.

Fig.-2 Prisoners' dilemma structur€ in negotiation of land acquisition

Why do issues occur at the planning decision stage and how does the enterpriser adjust these
inteicst conflicts? To answer these questions, the Japanese planning decision system is
described.

3. JAPANESE PLANNING PROCEDURE AND CONFLICTS
ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

The procedure of an city planning project is shown in the City Plalning Act(Fig.-3). fn $is
procedure, any person rirtio has interests can participate at the public hearilg and sub-mit his
written opiniiln to the governor of the prefecture. Then the essential points of written
opinions are sent to the local city planning council. After discussion in the council, the
proSect is decided weather carried out, or stop the project. Then land acquisition backed by
eminent domain is effected.

In this procedurc, the City Planning Ac(1968) and Eminent Domain ActLlgsl) both play
important roles in solving interest conflicts. There are two types of conflicts adjustment
system in the provisions of these acts.
I )inroduction to procedure
2)improvement of intercst to person who will suffer a loss
The provision of each act arc discussed below.
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1. City Planning Act
l-l) inroduction to procedure
Public hearing(article l6); This hearing is only held when the governorof the prefecture
recognizes the need. In addition to the discretion ofthe governor, residents'opinions ofare
not always discussed in the hearing.
Submission of one's written opinion(article 17) ; A person who has an opinion on the
project can submit his written opinion, but this written opinion is not always discussed in
laal city planning council, and if it is not discussed, the reason is not indicated.
Isal. city planning council- (article 77) ; this council consists of men of learning and
experience, representatives of government and assembly men. Anyone with interests in the
project can not participate in the discussion and decision making.

l-2) improvement of interest to person who will suffer a loss
A burden upon beneficiary(article 75) ; When a new road is constructed, the land price along
the road usually increases and what is called development gain occurs. In this article,
people who get this gain should pay some amount. This burden is useful for keeping equity
between landowners and for meeting the cost. However, until now except for sewerage
project, this is not applied.

In short, the interest conflict adjustment system does not work well. As a symbol of this, in
Article 3 of this act that provide the duty of the nation, a member of the nation has a duty to
cooperate planning, are not the subject to planning.

2. EminentDomain Act
2- l)introduction to procedure
Committee of eminent domain(article 59) ; The role of this committee is to decide the
contents of compensation, not to deal with conflicts regarding objec.tives, methods and
procedure of the project. So, the committee has a limited role.
2-2)improvement of interest to person who will suffer a loss
Compensation(anicle 69-86) ; There are mainly four principles of compensation. 1) The
amount of compensation should be set before the start of the project. 2) Special emotional
or other value assigned to the land by the landowner should not be considered in calculating
the amount of compensation. 3) Nobody gets any loss or gain. 4) The boundary of the
project should be minimum sufficient for the project. These principles are on the premise
that l) there is a pure land market, 2) land is a simple good, 3) the burden to beneficiary is
done appropriately. However, these premises are usually not satisfied, and the
compen sation pri nciple has lim ited i nterest adj ustrnent.

We can not always expect these acts to settle conflicts of interest. In some cases, it might
ever increase the interest conflict. Next, we will discuss how to settle interest conflicts.

4. SETTLEMENTS OF PRISONERS' DILEMMA AND APPRAISAL
JAPANESE SYSTEM

In section 2, I showed the prisoners' dilemma structure. This dilemma does not exist in
only land acquisition but also usual activities such as possession of nuclear bomb, price
competition and so on. In this dilemma, the most imponant point is that individual rational
activity does not ensure the whole rationality. Non-cooperative strategies are dominant,
but on the whole they get low satisfaction. To solve this dilemma is a very important topic
in economics, sociology, psychology and so on. Taking into account this research, we
have to make the following efforts to settle this prisoner's dilemma (Katsuragi(l991)).

1. Effort$ to cover the variance of information or ability
Ex.) Akalofs lemon(Rusmussen( 1989))

2. Efforts o hold long term vision, or to repeat this game many times
cf.) Axclrod's Research( I 984)
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3. Changc the image of conflict structure
If this game changes to a chicken game which is a competition to see who will back down
first, we tend to cooperative behavior more.
In case of recognition to prisoner's dilemma,
4. Trust a decision to a third person or introduction of compulsory nrle

From the view point of process to dissolve conflicts, these efforts are interpreted as follows.
Step.l) To hold the interest conflict structure in common.
Efforts to cover the variance of information or ability or efforts to hold long term vision, or
to repeat this game many times play this role.
Then there arc two ways to dissolve this dilemma.
Step.2-l) Improvement of interest to person who will suffer a loss. Repeated game will be
also useful.
Step.2-2) Trust the decision to a third person or introduction of compulsory rule.

According to rhis arrangement, we can apprise Japanese interests adjustment system (Fig.-
4). The characteristics of the system are as follows (Abe(1992)).
1) There is little effort made to hold the interest conflict structure in common. In other
words, the enterpriser acts as leader of this game and landowners act as followers at the
planning decision stage. Communication between them is not always smooth. In difficult
cases, interest conflict at the planning decision stage doesn't dissolve. Such conflicts
increase an interest conflict at the compensation stage.

n r),

Fig.4 Japanese interest adjustment system

2) The improvement of interest to person who will suffer a loss does not work well. There
is a special reduction of income tax on profits from transfer. However, this benefit is seen
to be no value for a person who has a conflict point about the planning decision.
3) Decision by a thtd person and introduction of compulsory rule have a limited role m take
too much time for diss-olution. Utilizing these alternative is premised on a common view of
the interest conflicts. If there is no common interest conflict view, third person or
compulsory nrle have to start by creating that common view. Accordingly, committees play
a limited role and compulsory rule does not work well.

How do we improve our interest conflicts adjustment system? Ideas from European
countries and the U.S. are given below.

5. INTEREST ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM IN U.K, GERMANY AND U.S.

To hold the interests
rn common

Public hearing?
a written opinion?

Improvement of interest to a person

who will suffer a loss

special reduction of income tax by
profits from ransfer his land

Trust a decision to a third person

or introduction of compulsory rule

eminent domain
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In thc U. K, Germany and the U. S, it seems very diffrcult to acquire land for public *o+s
bccausc of a strong icnsc of right. It is very uieful for East Asian countries to know the
interest adjustmeni system in these countriis. However, each country has an original
interests adjustment system.

1.9.6.(2)
i) Public Inqury ; A public inquiry in which enterpriser and pegple who have interests in the
p-j.r"t OireiUyAiscriss the plan through a public consultation is held between them in front
bf in inspccoi Both the enterpriser and the interested party with their lawye-r ora.ch-artercd
suwcyoiprcsent their opinions and objections. The inspector plays the-role of judge and
make! a report on the pian. The enterpriser must improve their plan with reference to this
reporl This inquiry ii useful for evasibn of disadvantage and needless interest conflict.
iiiCtrartercd surveybrs ; A surveyor, as the representative of a person who has a right in the
project, consults u,ith an enterpriser to amend the plan at the planning stage and n-egotiate the
imount of compensation wiih a surveyor who reprcsents the enterpriser. In short, in
compcnsation negotiation, persons who are concerned do not directly meet. Therefore,
they-can rcfrain fiom emoiional negotiation. The cost of surveyors is a burden on the
enterpriser.
iii) Home Loss Payment ; In compensation, a person who loses hislher home can get
additional payment. This payment helps negotiation to run smoothly.

2.Germany (3)

i) Rigid planning decision procedure (Planfeststellungsverfahren) ; A hearing is opened
before decision of project adoption. This hearing is almost the same as a public inqutry in
England- Then a rcport is made and sent to a government body of planning decision. This
boily decides weathei to go ahead or stop. In case of execution, methods for eliminating
disadvantage and for going to court are shown. Once execution ofthe'project is decided,
no body can institute a suit to stop the project or change the contents of the plan.
ii) Social plan (Sozialplan) ; When a renewal project or district plan is decide4a social plan
that improve thc situation of the social weak is also considered. Financial aid or advice is
given io them. Japan also has the similar system, but it is at the discretion of the
enterpriser. In contrast to Japan, the German system is fixed by law and transparent
(Ohashi(l9a)).

3.11.9.(l)
i) Public hearing, inquiry ; Citizens Groups have a lot of power. They request alternatives
to the enterprise's plan and the discussion is carried out. Public hearings are held many
times. The final plan is decided after opening the issue to the public and argumentation.
ii) Principle for moving house by public works ; A decent, safety, sanitary house is
guaranteed. These three are the so-called the DSS principles. If a person can not find
suitable house, the enterpriser has to supply one.
iii) Additional Payment ; Like a home loss payment, a person who loses his house can get
payment for his house's value in market plus additional payment.

In addition to this, total payment to a title holder is amount of compensation minus
dcvelopment gains. It is called set-off. This system keeps equity of a burden between
landowners.

Masayoshi TAI.IISHITA

(2) Town and Country Ptanning Act l97l
Compulsory Purchase Act l98l
Iand Compensation Act 1973

(3) Ccseu uUcr *trdtebauliche Sanierungsund Enwicklungsma8nahmen
in der Gemcinde (SBdebauf0rderungsgesetz) l97l
Bundesbaugesetz 1976
Verwaltungwerfahrrcnsgesetz I 976

(4) eOminisrative Praedure Act 1946
Amendments of Relocation Act l97l
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From the view point of procedure for settlement of prisoner's dilemma, thesc interest
adjustment systems are arranged as Fig.-S. In contrast to Japanese system,
l) therc are many efforts to hold the intercst conflict srructure in common. The enterpriser
bears the expense for interest conflict adjustment at the planning decision stage. Methods to
present disadvantage are mainly in the form of inquiry. As a result, in compensation
negotiations, the topic of issues is limited only to the amount of compensation, excluding
objectives or procedures of the project.
2) Home Ioss payment or additional payment is useful for a person who will suffer a loss to
improve interest. Because conflict structure is in common at the planning stage, few people
assume a critical anitude toward the special payment.
3) The surveyor system in the U.K.-is very iational for preventing emotional negotiation.
And compulsory acquisition,'eminent domain works effectively as the issue has already been
discussed at the planning stage is and only the amount of compensation is inquired.

We have to keep in mind that in European countries and the U.S, it takes a lot of time and
money to dissolve interest conflicts. For example, for a by-pass project in England of only
l0km,ittakesmorcthan l0yeanuptothe publicinquiry. Itcostsabout30Toof thetotal
project cost.

On the basis of these systems, improvements to the Japanese interest adjustment system arc
suggested below.

Fig.-S Intere.st adjuslrnent system in U.K, Germany and U.S.

6. IMPROVEMENT OF JAPANESE INTEREST ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

i)Intnoduction of planning decision system in Germany
From case analysis, we can see that issues in negotiation of land acquisirion in Japan mix
planning issues with objectives, methods or procedure and compensation issues. This
mixturr enlarge intercst conflicts. First of all, we should introduce an inquiry system as the
Germany or the U.K. The inquiry separates the two kinds of issues and at the negotiation
of land acquisition, dissolves enlargement structurc. But, it is very difficult to create a
common attitude or a scnse of value for the project; we need a sense of democracy.
Sensitivity to others, self-insight, and rccognition of agreement to disagree are necessary.
As we nced to compromise, all we can do is to avoid violence and emotional conflict So,
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wc need an inspector in the inquiry. Then we can hqld same interests conflicts structure
in common. For this inquiry to work effcctively, wd need compulsory system such- as

application of eminent domain or exclusion of judge to change or stop the -plan, after
decision making ro execute the project. In Japan the local city planning council plays the
role of public inquiry.

ii)Improvement of compensation rule
Aftcrthe conflicts struclure of prisone/s dilemma is clear, the easiest method to dissolve this
dilemma is to change the payoff matrix. In other words, additional payment.for a penson
who lose his life base. Landowners along the new route can get development gain, but
landowners who lose their lands can get compensation excluding this gain. So inequity
exists. By special fee for development gain or additional payment, we need a system for
keeping equity on the project. Concerning about this point, we have land readjustment
project in Japan. Landowners supply a part of their lands and construct new road or park is
constructed gathering these parcels. In this project, equity between landowners is hold.
However, land is decrcased not only for district roads or small parks which is used by
landowners, but also for trunk road or a station plaza that people without a burden mainly
use. There is an inequity between people delivered his/her land and users. People who
object this project always complain about it and some jurists point out that there is a
rcpugnancc between the land purchase mcthod and this method (Fujita(1989)). Thc
treatment of development gain is different. From this view point, compensation rules have
to be reconsidered. It seems that a mixed system of land purchase method and method of
land rcadjusrnent project is required. We can settle conflict between a person who wishes
to sell his land because of a change of environment due to the project and the enterpriser, and
conflict between a person who doesn't want to leave and the enterpriser. The option to
sell his lands and leave the project site, or to remain and decrease his lands, will improve his
utility and a landowner will feel his own importance. This is also useful for dissolving
relationship conflict by early participation to the project.

A third person, like the surveyor in the U.K, is useful when issue is only the amount of
compensation. These improvements are not so new and natural. However, our system
does not guarantee them. The reason is that until the takeoff stage of the Japanese
economy, to some degree, compulsory rules excluding public participation werE necessary.
However, now, after takeoff, we have a good chance to change this system. Until takeoff,
passengers hope only to be safe, so they need safety belts. After that, they need no more
safety belt, and each passenger asks to do what he/she wants. A crew chiefshould adjust
their interests and continuc a safe and comfortablc flight. Of course, it takes a lot of money,
but we get many benefits from takeoff, in other words, democracy.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the enlargement structure and prisoners' dilemma structure in the
negotiation of land acquisition through case analysis. Then intercst adjustment systems of
Japan, the U.K, Germany and U.S. have bcen described. There are big differences
between Japanese system and other countries' system. An attempt has been made to
arrange the settlement of the prisoners' dilemma. We have few ways to dissolve this
dilemma. Finally, I have suggested the improvements in the Japanese system, but they are
not so new.

Last year, the Administrative Procedure Act was enforced in Japan. However, this act
does not include the procedure of public works. At present in Japan and near futurc in East
Asian countries, it is very hard to get consensus about public welfare. Economic growth is
on one sidc, and environment protection is on the other. They are not always compatible.
Using our intelligence and knowledge, we have to ovcrcome this. One solution is decided
by a pcrson in pbwer, but in democratic country, it is very hard. Then, the procedural
justicc rcplace. Wade(1988) said " Justice should not be only done, but should manifcstly
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and undoubtcdty be scen to be done." Interrst conflict is unlikely to suddenly vanish from
our worl4 so we must continue to study systems for its amelioration.
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